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the film is an indian 2012 release,
romantic comedy film directed by anurag
singh. the film stars vicky kaushal,
taapsee pannu, raima sen, richa chadha,
supriya vinod, kabir bedi, adil hussain and
jimmy shergill in the leading roles. the
film is produced under the banner
glamina pictures and label dream
productions. the screenplay and dialogue
were written by saket chaudhary, sreekar
prasad and yograj singh while the film
was shot and edited by prashant kumar
and mohammad furqan who also made
his acting debut. the film also features an
uncredited cameo by anupam kher, saeed
jaffrey and pankaj kapur. watch challo
driver (2012) hindi full hd streaming.
challo driver is the story of arjun kapoor,
a fiery young construction magnate and
tanya malhotra, an arts graduate from
chandigarh who unwittingly becomes his
chauffeur. he has a penchant for firing
drivers and she has a proclivity for
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quitting jobs until fate and an unassuming
bet throws them into the deep end and
they have to stick out together for a
stipulated period of 6 months! watch
challo driver full gindi movie (2012)
online free. when a rich spoilt brats
grandfather hires a female chauffer for
him, the fun unfolds. full movie watch
challo driver, 2012 drama, romance hindi
free download. challo driver is the story of
arjun kapoor, a fiery young construction
magnate and tanya malhotra, an arts
graduate from chandigarh who
unwittingly becomes his chauffeur. he has
a penchant for firing drivers and she has
a proclivity for quitting jobs until fate and
an unassuming bet throws them into the
deep end and they have to stick out
together for a stipulated period of 6
months!
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challo driver is a 2012 indian hindi action
comedy film directed by mohit suri,

starring kunal kemmu, kainaz motivala,
akshay kumar, prem chopra and manoj
pahwa in lead roles. challo driver marks
the comeback of mohit suri after four

years and it is also the comeback of kunal
kemmu after a hiatus of two years. the

film released on 20 july 2012. challo
driver was scheduled to release in july

2011 but was released on 20 july 2012. it
is the first film of the challo series. challo

driver grossed over rs.1.5 crore on its
opening day. the movie has been dubbed

in tamil, telugu and malayalam. the
tagline of the movie is: "gandhi did not
kill independence, he brought it" kainaz
motivala and vickrant mahajan in challo
driver (2012). watch on eros now. with
prime video channels. most anticipated
indian movies and shows. challo driver
(2012) is a comedy hindi film starring
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vickrant mahajan,prem chopra,kainaz
motivala in the lead roles, directed by
vickrant mahajan.watch now. deedar
(transl. sight) is a 1992 hindi romantic

action movie directed by pramod
chakravorty and starring debutant akshay

kumar, karishma kapoor, anupam kher,
laxmikant berde tanuja, gurbachan singh,

dan dhanoa challo driver is the story of
arjun kapoor, a fiery young construction

magnate and tanya malhotra, an arts
graduate from chandigarh who

unwittingly becomes his chauffeur. he has
a penchant for firing drivers and she has
a proclivity for quitting jobs until fate and
an unassuming bet throws them into the

deep end and they have to stick out
together for a stipulated period of 6

months! watch challo driver full gindi
movie (2012) online free. when a rich
spoilt brats grandfather hires a female

chauffer for him, the fun unfolds.
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